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Abstract
The transport of atoms is experimentally studied in a transistor-like triple-well potential consisting of
a narrow gate well surrounded by source and drainwells. Atoms are initially loaded into the source
well with pre-determined temperature and chemical potential. Energetic atomsflow from the source,
across the gate, and into the drainwhere they are removed using a resonant light beam. The
manifestation of atom–atom interactions and dissipation is evidenced by a rapid population growth in
the initially vacant gate well. The transport dynamics are shown to depend strongly on a feedback
parameter determined by the relative heights of the two barriers forming the gate region. For a range of
feedback parameter values, experiments establish that the gate atoms develop a larger chemical
potential and lower temperature than those in the source.

1. Introduction

Atomtronic devices utilize tailored potential energy landscapes to control the flowof neutral atoms in amanner
thatmimics the flowof current through analogous electronic devices [1–9]. Atom flow can be driven by
gradients in temperature and chemical potential inmuch the sameway that electron flow can be driven in an
electronic circuit. Interatomic interactions substitute for Coulomb repulsion, giving rise to a contribution to the
chemical potential that constitutes the dual of electric voltage. The role of thermodynamic gradients in transport
dynamics has been studied in ultracold atom systems, at both zero and non-zero temperature [10–14]. In such
systems, atom currents driven by chemical potential and temperature gradients attempt to bring the system into
thermodynamic equilibrium.Whereas classical electronic circuits arewell coupled to a thermal reservoir,
typically keeping temperatures close to that of the ambient environment, atomtronic circuits are necessarily
isolated from their surroundings; thus, thermal effects play a determining role in circuit dynamics. For this
reason, understanding transport processes withinfinite temperature atomic systems having synthesized
potential energy landscapes is relevant to the development of atomtronic devices and circuits. Given the ubiquity
of the transistor in classical electronic signal processing, the realization of an atomtronic analogue of the
transistor for use in quantum information and signal processing is of particular interest.

This paper presents an experimental investigation of the flowof atomswithin a triple-well potential, shown
infigure 1, which is similar to the potential in previous studies of atomtronic transistor behavior [2, 7]. The two
barriers that separate thewells are analogous to the two junctions of the canonical semiconductor transistor. In
the experiments, atoms are prepared in the left-handwell while the other two are initially empty. The growth of
population in the central well is studied in order to elucidate the role of dissipative processes associatedwith
thermalization. Atoms that traverse both barriers are removed by resonant light. This formof localized
dissipation enables the study of continuous non-equilibriumdynamics [15]. By varying the relative height of the
two barriers we demonstrate control over the steady-state chemical potential and temperature of the central
well.Within an electronic device, such control is equivalent to biasing node voltages and setting physical device
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parameters, which is necessary for establishing proper device operation. For example, forward and reverse biases
are applied to a semiconductor transistor to achieve current gain. Similarly, the operation of an atomtronic
transistor depends on differences in chemical potential and temperature throughout the system. Transistor
action in a triple-well, atomtronic transistor system, operated around fixed forward or reverse bias points, is
reported on elsewhere [16]. In that relatedwork, regions of either positive or negative differential current gain
are shown to occurwhen the central well is forward or reverse biased, respectively, and an external current is
injected into the central well. The transport dynamics presented in this paper demonstrate the ability to forward
or reverse bias the central well of the triple-well system, and that the bias is controlled by the relative height of the
two barriers.

2. Experiment

Borrowing the nomenclature offield-effect transistors we label the three regions of our triple-well potential as
the ‘source,’ ‘gate,’ and ‘drain’4. These regions are indicatedwithin the longitudinal profile of the trapping
potential, shown in the top offigure 1. Throughout this paper energies other than temperature are reported in
units ofHz. The bottompanel offigure 1 provides a false color in-trap absorption image of approximately
4.5 10 Rb4 87´ atoms that have been loaded into the trap and subsequently cooled to a temperature,T, near the
critical temperature,T 1 Kc m» , by forced radio-frequency (RF) evaporation. The image reveals the three
distinct regions of the triple-well potential that are created using a combination ofmagnetic and optical trapping
forces. An atom chip in conjunctionwith biasfields generated by external coils produces a cigar-shaped
magnetic trap located 150 mm~ below the surface of the atom chip.Optical access to the trap is enabled by a
transparent, coplanar region of glass embedded in the silicon chip substrate [17]. A pair of blue-detuned
( 760l = nm) optical barriers are projected through the transparent chipwindow, sectioning themagnetic
potential longitudinally into threewells.

A schematic of themicroscope systemused for our experiments is shown infigure 2. The system is
constructed from commercially available components and achieves high numerical aperture performance
without the need for custom in-vacuo optics. The use of an infinity-corrected objective lens and a beam splitter
allow for simultaneous in-trap absorption imaging and the projection of the optical barriers. Atoms are imaged
in-trap using resonant probe light that illuminates the atoms frombelow and is subsequently collected by a Zeiss
LDPlan-Neofluar objective (NA 0.6= and 40´magnification) located outside of the vacuumcell,
approximately 3 mm above the atom chip.Note that this objectivewas chosen as it contains a coverslip

Figure 1.Ahybridmagnetic and optical potential provides confinement for the atomic ensemble. The upper panel shows the loose
longitudinalmagnetic confinement alongwith the 2.1 mm full-width at 1/e, blue-detuned optical barriers separated by 4.8 mm . The
barriers aremade to be 16 μmlong by raster scanning the beam along the radial direction of themagnetic trap. VGS and VGD represent
the height of the two barriers separating the source and gate wells and the gate and drainwells, respectively. The terminator beam,
illustrated in the drainwell, out-couples atoms from the trap by optically pumping them into an untrappedmF state. Themiddle panel
is a calculated 2Dpotential energy plot, and the bottompanel shows a false color in-trap absorption image of atoms occupying all three
wells, with the terminator beamabsent. An optical density scale is shown below the horizontal axis.

4
In labeling the regions of the triple-well potential, field-effect transistor nomencleture is used as it describes the role of eachwell in an

atomtronic transistor: atomsflow from the source, through a gate region, and into a drainwell where they are removed from the system. This
naming scheme ismeant to convey an intuition for the role of each region, rather than imply the behavior of the triple-well system ismore
analogous to the behavior of afield-effect transistor than a bipolar junction transistor.
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correction collar, which is used to remove aberrations due to the 420 mm thick atom chipwindow. The probe
light passes through one port of a beam splitter followed by an Infinity Photo-OpticalModel KC InFocusTM lens
system,which is used to form an image of the atoms on anAndor iXon electronmultiplying charge-coupled
device.With the setup shown infigure 2, we achieve a diffraction limited spot size of 1.6 mm (Airy disk diameter)
and an object-space pixel size of 0.4 mm . The optical barriers are created using a 2D acousto-optic deflector
(AOD) driven by a two-channel arbitrary waveform generator, which allows the two barrier positions and
heights to be adjusted independently. A doublet lens Fourier transforms the output of the AODand forms the
desired optical potential pattern at the front focal plane of an Infinity Photo-Optical InfiniProbeTMTS-160 lens
system. The InfiniProbeTM images the optical pattern of the barriers through the other port of the beam splitter
where the barriers are projected onto the atoms using the same objective lens used for absorption imaging.

The transport dynamics experiments described in this paper are initialized by creating a finite temperature
Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) in the baremagnetic trap using forced RF evaporation.Next, all of the atoms
are swept into the sourcewell using the optical barriers bymodulating thewaveform that controls the
longitudinal barrier positions (see figure 3). During this preparation stage the barriers are kept sufficiently high
such that the gate and drainwells are initially empty. The longitudinal frequency of the baremagnetic trap (i.e.
with no barriers present) is 67 Hzxn = , andwith the barriers present we approximate the sourcewell as a half
harmonic well. The half harmonic well approximation is used to determine the chemical potential in the
Thomas–Fermi (TF) limit. This approximation for the sourcewell leads to an error of 5%< in the chemical
potential as confirmedwith 3D simulations of theGross–Pitaevskii equation for a BEC in the ground state of the
actual potential. For a barrier separation of 4.8 mm the longitudinal trap frequency of the gate is 850 Hzx,Gn » .
In conjunctionwith theGaussian profile of the barriers, this spacingminimizes the anharmonicity of the central
well. Note that the degree of overlap between the two optical barriers contributes to an offset in the potential
energy of the gate well. The shift in theminimumenergy of eachwell due to theGaussian shape of the barriers is
denoted byV i0, . For the datawe present, the barrier separation of 4.8 mm results inV V V 0D0,S 0,G 0,» » » . The
radial frequency of all threewells is that of the baremagnetic trap, 1500 Hzn =^ .

We begin each experimental realization by initializing the sourcewell with a total atomnumber
N 20.0 2 10s

3= ´( ) atoms at a temperature T 720 25s = ( )nK, corresponding to a TF chemical potential of
3.0 2sm = ( ) kHz. At time t=0 the barrier heights are set to the desiredVGS andVGD and the system is allowed to

Figure 2. Schematic of themicroscope systemused for studying transport processes in a triple-well potential. Detailed operation is
described in the text. Red and blue beampaths indicate imaging and barrier projection paths, respectively. An expanded viewof
through-chip absorption imaging and barrier projection is shown. Trapped atoms, not drawn to scale, are shown relative to the 3 mm
diameter window and conductor layout of the atom chip. BS: beam splitter, BPF: band passfilter ( 780cl = nm, 1lD = nm).
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evolve for a time tD . During this evolution time the drainwell is illuminatedwith laser light tuned to atomic
resonance (labeled ‘terminator’ infigure 1) such that any atoms reaching the drain are removed from the trap.
Thus, the terminator beamprevents the system from equilibrating and ensures that no current flows fromdrain
to gate, whichwould alter the gate population. The terminator beam serves an analogous purpose to termination
in RF electronics, where proper termination impedancematches the device output to the load circuit in order to
eliminate signal reflection and subsequent interference. The frequency and polarization of the terminator beam
are set to pump atoms from themagnetically trapped F m2, 2F= = state to any of the untrapped
F m2, 0F = states. The terminator beam is projected along the same beampath as the optical barriers and
has a typical power of 10 12~ - W. It is displaced by 32 mm into the drainwell and has a full width at 1 e of
16 mm .Measurements on the state of the system are performed using standard absorption imaging techniques,
either in time-of-flight (TOF) or in-trap. Data taken in TOFprovides quantitative information about the
temperature and chemical potential of the atoms in the source, while in-trap data provides information on the
occupancy of eachwell. For in-trap imaging, the terminator beam is extinguished by a time 1 4 4xn~ » ms
prior to acquiring an image, such that we obtain a snapshot of the atom currentflowing into the drainwell.

Figure 3 shows a series of in-trap absorption images including the initial state preparation and evolution for
t 0 50 msD = - duringwhichV 30 kHzGS = andV 33 kHzGD = . This series of images was recorded using a

weak probe beamwith intensity I Ip sat , where Isat is the saturation intensity of the atomic transition, in order
to observe atoms that have reached the drain. As can be seen in the third frame of the series, atoms become
trapped in the gate well by t 10D = ms. If atomswere not trapped in the gate, but rather only traversing it, one
would expect there to be atmost twice the density seen in the drainwell, just to the right of the gate–drain
barrier.We note that at early evolution times atoms that enter the gate well experience a region of substantial
population inversion since energy states lying below the barriers are initially unpopulated.While the route to
steady-state is an analytically difficult problem, the role of interatomic interactions andmanifestation of
dissipation aremade evident by the population growth in the gate well.

The time series shown infigure 3 also reveals the accumulation of atoms at the far end of the drainwell. By
extinguishing the terminator beam early, atom current into the drain is allowed to propagate to the classical
turning point of the trap dictated by the energy of emitted atoms. The longitudinal position and spatial
distribution yield information regarding the height of the gate–drain barrier and themomentum spread,
respectively, of atoms entering the drainwell. The longitudinalmomentum spread of theflux of atoms into the
drain is determined by fitting aGaussian to the longitudinal spatial distribution that peaks at~ 40 μm,which
corresponds to a spread in kinetic energy, ED .Wefind that E kTsD » , where k is the Boltzmann constant,
indicating that the current into the drain has an energy spread on the order of the temperature of the ensemble in
thewell fromwhich they originate.

Figure 3. In-trap absorption images showing state preparation and temporal evolution of the system from t 0 msD = to t 50 msD =
in 10 ms intervals.White dashed lines indicate the barrier positions throughout the experimental sequence. Each image is an average
of 5 separate realizations of the experiment. Note the rapid rise of atomdensity in the gatewell after only 10 ms. Short length-scale
structure in saturated regions is due tominor interference effects in the imaging system.
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Weextract quantitative data on the thermodynamic evolution of the source ensemble using TOF absorption
imaging. Figure 4(a) shows the total,Ns, thermal, Nth,s, and condensed, Nc,s, atomnumbers determined froma
bimodalfit to themomentumdistribution of the cloud in free expansion. The decay of the total atomnumber in
the sourcewell reflects the flux of atoms emitted into the gate, and can be used to quantify the source–gate atom
current. The growth of the sourcewell condensate atomnumber indicates that the atom current is comprised of
thermal atoms. The increasing condensate fraction, which approaches N N 0.5c,s s » by t 50D = ms, is
accompanied by a decrease in the temperature of the source ensemble as shown in the inset offigure 4(a).
Removal of higher energy thermal atoms and subsequent cooling of those that remain is akin to evaporative
cooling.However, rather than removing the atoms from the system completely, as is the case in evaporative
cooling, the triple-well potential directs the atom currentfirst into the gate well, and subsequently into the drain.
Thus, as current flows the cooling that occurs in the sourcewell is indicative of the power delivered to the drain.

To study the transport dynamics between the source and gatewells, we observe the systemusing in-trap
absorption images at afixed evolution time of t 30 msD = , at which point the gate has reached a quasi-steady-
state. Holding the gate–source barrier heightfixed atV 30 kHzGS = , the gate–drain barrier height is varied. In
order to extract quantitative data from in-trap absorption images, we strongly saturate the probe transition
(I Ip sat ) [24]. In the saturated probe regimewe gain access to the source and gate populations, but lose
information regarding the atoms in the drain. The results of this experiment are shown infigure 5. The
measured total gate well atomnumber, Ng,sat, is plotted infigure 5(a) as a function of the feedback parameter,

V V kTGD GS su º -( ) . The feedback parameter describes the relative height of the two barriers, which controls
the fraction of the source–gate current that is reflected back towards the source by the gate–drain barrier. Strong
probe saturation reduces themeasured atomnumber in the gate well, yet the data shows the rapid increase in the
population of the gate well beginning at the feedback parameter 0.25u » - .We calculate the temperature of the
atomswithin the source and gate wells by fitting aGaussian to the thermal tails of the in-trap radial distribution.
The temperature drop, T T Ts g st º -( ) , characterizes the temperature gradient between the source and gate
wells, and is plotted in figure 5(c). The temperature drop data shows that 0t > for 0u > , indicating that atoms
in the gate are actually colder than those in the source.

3. Analysis and discussion

Tomodel the transport dynamics in the triple-well system,we numerically calculate the steady-state ensembles
in the source and gate wells. Following previousworks thatmodel similar transport processes [16, 18, 19], we
take the atom currentflowing from the ith to jthwell to be of the form:

I N V V kTexp . 1ij i i ij i i ith, 0,g m= - - -[ ( ) ] ( )

Here, the presence of the chemical potential reflects its role as a bias, which can be used to control currentflow in
much the sameway, in fact, that an applied voltage can be used to control thermionic emission in electronics
[20, 21]. The chemical potential associatedwith the ithwell has a contribution from its ground state energy as
well as a thermodynamic contribution. The ground state portion is explicitly accounted for by the parameter

Figure 4. (a) Sourcewell total (black square), thermal (red circle), and condensed (blue triangle) atomnumbersmeasured in TOF
corresponding to the in-trap images infigure 3. The inset shows the temperature for the same data. Error bars indicate the standard
error of themean of five experimental realizations at each evolution time. (b)Net source–gate atom current determined from thefirst
time derivative of the sourcewell total atomnumber. Error bars indicate the error propagated fromdata in (a). Solid lines in both (a)
and (b) show the corresponding values calculated numerically from equations (1) and(2).
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V i0, , which is determined by the potential landscape. The thermodynamic portion, im , is positive with the
presence of a condensate and negative otherwise.When a BEC is present, im is calculated based on theTF
approximation for a condensate in a harmonic trap in the case of the gate well and a half-harmonic trap for the
source and drainwells. In the absence of a BEC, the chemical potential can be calculated according to self-
consistentmeanfieldmethods [22]. However, in thismodel theminimum single particle energy isV i0, and thus
negative im are set to zero.Within equation (1), the role of both im andV i0, is to shift theminimumenergy of the
thermal atomdistribution in the ithwell, relative to the barrier height,Vij. Therefore, the current depends on the
trapping potential, the thermodynamic variables of thewell fromwhich the current originates, and the collision
rate, ig , of thermally excited atoms in thewell. For the temperature regime considered here,T T Tc 0 > , where
T0 is the temperature associatedwith the interaction energy per particle, the collision rate is given by

m a kT h32 3 2i s i
2 2 3g p z= ( ) ( ) [23].Within the expression for the collision rate, ζ is the Riemann-zeta function,

m is the atomicmass, as is the s-wave scattering length, and h is the Planck constant. Due to the height andwidth
of the barriers, effects due to tunneling can be neglected and are omitted from themodel. From equation (1) the
net current betweenwells is calculated by adding all currents into and out of a givenwell. For example, the net
source–gate current is given by I I Isg,net sg gs= - . As zero current originates from the drainwell due to the
presence of the terminator beam, current conservation dictates that I I Isg gs gd= + . Note that upper versus
lower case subscripts for the source, gate, and drainwells are used to distinguish between properties of the
trapping potential, which are fixed parameters, and those of the atomic ensembles in eachwell and the currents,
which are dynamical quantities. Using the data shown in figure 4(a), the current into the gate well is determined.
We compare themeasured current, determined from the decrease in total source atomnumber, to the result of
equation (1) calculated using themeasured sm andTs. After an initial transient period of 20~ ms that occurs
after lowering the height of the gate–source barrier toV 30 kHzGS = , wefind that equation (1) accurately
describes the experimentallymeasured current (see figure 4(b)). Atom currents flowonly along the longitudinal
direction of the triple-well potential. Therefore, the energy current is given by

Figure 5.Gate filling behavior observed in-trap: (a) total gate well population, Ng,sat, measured using strongly saturated absorption
imaging as a function of the feedback parameter. Error bars indicate the standard error of themean offive experimental realizations at
each feedback parameter. (b)Numerically calculated steady-state gatewell population,Ng, (solid line) and data from (a) scaled by a
dimensionless factor, C 9.3 1= ( ) (open circles). The inset shows the time evolution of the gate population (open circles) relative to the
steady-state population (dashed line). (c)Temperature drop between the source and gate ensembles fromdata (circles) and numerical
calculations (solid line). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for the temperature fits. (d)Calculated chemical potential
drop using data (circles) and numerical calculations (solid line) from (a) to (c). The vertical dashed line indicates the threshold
feedback parameter, BECu , abovewhich a BEC forms in the gatewell. Error bars indicate the error propagated fromdata in (b) and (c).
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E I V kT , 2ij ij ij ik= +˙ ( ) ( )

where the factor 2.9k » describes the excess energy carried by each atom that contributes to the current [18].
Using equations (1) and(2), and enforcing both particle and energy conservation, we numerically determine the
steady-state source and gate well atomnumbers and temperatures. Repeating this process for various values of υ,
we reconstruct the gate atomnumber as a function of the feedback parameter. The results are shownby the solid
line infigure 5(b) and exhibit qualitative agreement with the trend of themeasured gate well population in
figure 5(a). The temperature drop is also extracted from the numerical calculation and is shown infigure 5(c),
and overlaidwith the experimental data.

Using themeasured gate atomnumber and temperature, we determine the gate chemical potential. Data in
figure 5was acquired using strongly saturated absorption imagingwhere I Ip sat and the effective scattering
cross section is intensity dependent. Tofirst order, the correction to theODwhen strongly saturating the probe
transition is a dimensionless coefficient [24]. Assuming such a scale factor,C, between themeasured gate well
atomnumber, Ng,sat, and the numerically calculated steady-state (N CNg g,sat= )wedetermine C 9.3 1= ( ). The
scaled gate atomnumber is shown as open circles infigure 5(b). Deviation between themodel prediction and
scaled experimental data at large feedback parameters is a result of the increasing atomdensity in the gate. Large
densities lessen the reduction of the scattering cross section because the cloud is optically thicker. As a result, the
experimental data for the gate atomnumber at large positive feedback parameters is less than the numerically
calculated population. The inset offigure 5(b) shows the initial growth dynamics of the scaled atomnumber as a
function of the evolution time, for 0.6u = . The scaled gate atomnumber reaches the numerical value for the
steady-state population by∼20ms. In conjunctionwith the agreement between themeasured source–gate
current and equation (1) after∼20ms, equilibration of the gate well population verifies our assumption that the
system is in quasi-steady-state by t 30D = ms.Using the scaled atomnumber from figure 5(b) and temperature
data fromfigure 5(c), the chemical potential in the gate well is calculated in the TF limit. The chemical potential
drop, kTsg s g sm m mº -ˆ ( ) , characterizes the chemical potential gradient between the source and gatewells, and
is shown infigure 5(d). For values of 0.2u > the chemical potential drop is negative, revealing that the chemical
potential in the gate well exceeds that of the sourcewell. Furthermore, we determine the critical feedback
parameter, 0.24BECu = - , abovewhich a condensate forms in the gate well in steady-state. Below this threshold
( BECu u< ) the chemical potential drop reflects the positive chemical potential of the sourcewell relative toV0,G.

It is worth elaborating further on the presence of a negative chemical potential gradient between the source
and gatewells. Atfirst glance itmay appear that in order to sustain a positive net source–gate current in this
operating regime, workmust constantly be done on the system.However, currentflows due to gradients in both
chemical potential and temperature. Thus, although the chemical potential gradient is negative, there is a
positive temperature gradient that sustains currentflow from source to gate. Additionally, a negative gradient in
the chemical potential represents the conversion of thermal energy in the source to chemical potential energy in
the gate. This process decreases the local entropy of the system; however, the presence of the terminator beam
makes this an open system such that globally the entropy of the system increases and the second law of
thermodynamics is upheld.

The data infigure 5 show that by tuning the feedback parameter it is possible to achieve quasi-steady-state
ensembles in the source and gate that are related by temperature and chemical potential drops. Drawing analogy
to electronic transistor operation, the resulting chemical potential drop demonstrates self-biasing behavior
controlled via the parameters of the trapping potential. Electronic transistor functionality largely depends on the
bias or quiescent operating point set by the voltages at each of its three terminals.We demonstrate both positive
and negative chemical potential drops between the source and gatewells indicating operation in forward and
reverse-biasmodes, respectively. Control over the temperature and chemical potential drops represents one
method tomanipulate the operation of an atomtronic transistor realized in a triple-well potential.

4. Conclusion

Wehave studied the transport of ultracold atoms atfinite temperature in a triple-well potential from the
perspective of atom currents flowing in an atomtronic device. Dynamics of the atom current are directly
observed in-trap using our atom chip based system in conjunctionwith a high numerical aperture imaging
system. Thermal and chemical potential gradients across a pair of repulsive barriers are shown to drive the flow
of atoms in an effort to bring the total system into equilibrium.However, we preclude global equilibriumby
superimposing a terminator beamon the drainwell to introduce a local source of dissipation. Removal of atoms
that enter the drain simulates the condition inwhich the drain is impedancematched to a subsequent
atomtronic circuit component. By extinguishing the terminator beamprior to imaging the atoms in-trap, we
gain access to the longitudinal spatial distribution of the gate–drain current. The spatial distribution
corresponds to the energy spectrumof the current, which is on the order of the temperature of the source and
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gate ensembles.While beyond the scope of this paper, one could characterize the power supplied by the triple-
well system.

We alsomeasured the quasi-steady-state population in the gate well and showed it to be controlled by the
feedback parameter, which describes the relative height difference of the static barriers that separate the three
wells. The initial growth of the gate well population is attributed to interatomic interactions that redistribute the
energy of atoms as they traverse the gate well such that atoms become trapped and eventually thermalize.
Measured thermodynamic variables of the source and gatewell were compared to numerically calculated steady-
state values. From these results we showed that not only the temperature, but also the chemical potential of the
steady-state gate ensemble is controlled via the feedback parameter. Despite being fed by an atom current that
possesses energies in excess of the height of the gate–source barrier, positive values of the feedback parameter
result in a gate well ensemble that is colder and has higher chemical potential than the sourcewell ensemble.
Thus, we have demonstrated the ability to control the source–gate temperature and chemical potential drops in
analogy to applying a voltage bias to the source–gate junction in an electronic transistor.
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